Virtual Events with Disability Studies Scholar

MARGARET PRICE

April 16th
Writing Program Workshop: Cultivating Communities of Access in the Classroom
12:00-1:30pm via Zoom
sign up at bit.ly/FFprice
In this interactive workshop, Margaret Price discusses ways to teach that make the classroom accessible for all students.

April 17th
Reading Group
Un/Shared Space: The Dilemma of Inclusive Architecture
12:00-1:30pm via Zoom
sign up at bit.ly/FFprice
Margaret Price will lead a reading group on her recent article, and discuss new research in disability studies, focusing on cultivating communities of access.

Access Information: both events will be CART captioned and will provide digital handouts of any presentation materials.

Event Co-sponsors
Disability Cultural Center, Writing Program, Disability Resource Center, Disability Studies Initiative, & the Faculty Fellow Programs
In this interactive workshop, Margaret Price discusses ways to teach that make the classroom for accessible for all students. Practical suggestions focus on ways to adjust the classroom so that questions of space, timing / pacing, and modality (visual, verbal, aural), are re-configured and refreshed.

Access Information: this event will be CART captioned and will provide digital handouts of any presentation materials.
Margaret Price will lead a reading group on her recent article, "Un/shared Space: The Dilemma of Inclusive Architecture" and discuss new research in disability studies, focusing on cultivating commutes of access in light of inclusive design while think about access in a time of widespread employment insecurity, political upheaval, and global pandemic.

Access Information: this event will be CART captioned and will provide digital handouts of any presentation materials.